
Good Tax Guide Tool
Session 1: How do systems of national 

car taxation compare?
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The Tool: 
Background & Scope
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What is the project background & scope?

● The project started with the first edition of The Good Tax Guide in October 2022. Although some automotive tax 

guides already existed, these guides offered descriptive text about each country. The Good Tax Guide contributes 

a comparative approach, a numerical approach, and an evaluative approach to car taxation.  These descriptive 

guides are no longer being updated.

● By comparing car taxation across countries, we’ve noticed strong interest from finance ministries who can see 

the design of taxes that already exist and are tried and tested rather than dreamed up.

● Comparison national car taxes of 31 countries with a focus on the level of differentiation between high 

emission and zero emission vehicles and thus the fiscal incentivisation of electromobility.

● The comparison is based on taxes in place as of February 2024.
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What are the taxes analysed?

Acquisition tax Ownership taxPurchase subsidies

Benefit-in-Kind tax VAT deduction Depreciation write-offs

Fuel / Energy taxes Individuals Companies

7 taxes - 2 user groups - 31 countries - 5 car models
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Five different ways 
to compare national 
car taxation



Which countries use different tax bases? 
CO2 emissions, kW, price?
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1. What attributes are taxed
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Which countries have high/low tax rates?
For the same tax base
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2. What rates are charged?
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Which countries have high/low tax burden?
All tax bases
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How can you compare different countries with different tax basis?

Creation of comparable car models

● The problem with choosing a particular car model is that in each country it has different characteristics (power, 

displacement, price ....). 

● That is why we have decided to create some models with average characteristics per type of engine and the price of 

vehicle is linked to the VAT of each country.
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3. Tax burden for each individual tax
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Which countries have high/low TOTAL tax burden?
Combining all taxes together
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4. The composition of total tax burden
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Which countries have high/low incentivisation?
Comparing different models and fuel types
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5. Net tax differential
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Some interesting 
findings
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Is tax linked to uptake?
Correlations between private tax differential (2022) and private BEV uptake (2023) by region: small cars (B segment)
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Is tax linked to uptake?
Correlations between private tax differential (2022) and private BEV uptake (2023) by region: medium SUV (C segment)
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Some interesting findings

● Purchase subsidies are the main contributor to the differential given their high financial value (MT, CY, GR). Fuel taxes 

are the second largest contributor (IT).

● Countries with high BEV uptake are removing BEV subsidies and in some cases levying new taxes on BEVs (SE, IS, NO).

● Countries are jumping ship on PHEV subsidies (only 5 countries left: AT, ES, IT, LV, RO).

● Some countries are focusing on corporate car tax to incentivise BEV uptake (depreciation in BE; VAT deduction in SI, 

AT; benefit-in-kind in UK and IE, ownership tax in FR).

● Few countries tax based on weight to tackle SUVisation (FR, NL, NO, FI, CH) and only one country has a tax based on 
car size (length in MT; no countries use width, height, volume, or wheelbase). Few countries use means-testing for their 

policies, including purchase subsidies.

● Some countries use small tax design elements to increase tax burden and incentivisation, e.g. the order in which taxes 

are applied (VAT on top of acquisition tax) or an announced schedule of annual increases.

● Some countries are leapfrogging in their tax design (EE moving from KW to CO2 and weight).

● Some countries are introducing innovative taxes (road charging in IS).



Thanks
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Is tax linked to uptake?
Correlations between private tax differential and private BEV uptake
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Lessons to learn

Main lessons

● You don't need to be rich (to have good policy: MT, CY, GR)

● You don't need to subsidise (taxes are an option: DK, NL, NO)

● You don't need to target consumers (business taxes: BE - depreciation, SI - VAT, UK - BiK, FR - ownership)

● You don't need a tax overhaul (small changes like tax order: AT, FR)

● You can dream big (some countries leapfrogging: EE)


